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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 

 Working Group 
 amp.wordmeaning.org

Dictionary of meanings generated by amp.wordmeaning.org



auto de exequendo
AUTO DE EXEQUENDO Merc. and Proc.; Méx. Legal edict expedited by the juridictional authority in virtue of which a
demand for an mercantile executive trial is admitted, an order to ask for payment to the debtor and, in case of rejection,
to procede with the embargo 


auto percibirse
SELF-PERCEIVED error by SELF-PERCEPTION Mode of seeing itself

auto-convencerse
SELF-CONVINCE SYNTACTIC ERROR BY SELF-CONVINCE

auto-toma
AUTO-TOMA occupation of a land by the same owners

autoabuso
SELF-ABUSE Voluntary infliction of bodily harm or ordeal

autoadaptable
AUTOADAPTABLE that can be accommodated by itself, without external or foreign help. 

autoadoctrinamiento
SELF-INDOCTRINATION acquire a doctrine through personalized study

autoafirmarse
SELF-AFFIRM 1 .  support and balance on their own.  Make sure for yourself.  2 convince yourself, without influences
from third parties. 

autoaplauso
AUTOAPLAUSO boasting, promoting yourself, celebrating yourself. 

autoblocante
SELF-LOCKING that has an autonomous locking or stopping system.  The anti-locking differential allows the wheels to
draw curves as there is a difference in rotation between the outer and inner wheel when cornering. 

autobomba
AUTOBOMBA explosive bomb installed in a car parked near the target target and which is detonated by remote control
by means of a radio frequency signal or through a time clock connected to the explosive. 

autobullying
AUTOBULLYING bullying oneself.  Ridicule and degrade in an act of masochism in person or through social networks. 
Harming yourself voluntarily, psychically, physically or emotionally. 



autocensurarse
SELF-CENSORSHIP.  Inhibit, without prohibition from third parties, of issuing opinions or information unknown or
reserved, in public or private form.  Voluntary form or decision to store information .

autoconclusiva
AUTOCONCLUSIVE see AUTOCONCLUSIVE

autoconclusivo
SELF-CONCLUSIVE that concludes on its own.  The corpse allows a self-contained verdict : multiple knife murder and
subsequent beheading. 

autoconducción
SELF-DRIVING that handles itself, by itself. 

autoconducida
SELF-DRIVING f .  self-DRIVING , Driving alone , no human driver

autoconducido
SELF-CONDUCED that is handled in an automated way, without a human driver. 

autoconocerse
SELF-know the process of understanding who and how you are yourself.   Get a psychological analysis of the
behavioral profile and character of yourself. 

autoconservante
SELF-CONSERVATIVE that protects itself, which can be preserved without exrerna help. 

autoconsolante
SELF-COMFORTing that allows you to console yourself

autoconstrucción
SELF-CONSTRUCTION lifting of the own house or other work by the owner of the same. 

autoconsumir
SELF-CONSUMPTION, exercise self-consumption i.e. consume what one produces, in particular marijuana

autoconvocada
AUTOCONVOCATED , To that summons itself .  He imposes himself an order to do something.

autoconvocarse
AUTOCONVOCTE call yourself to do something voluntarily. 



autocorrector
AUTOCORRECTOR That is automatically corrected, without the need for a user instruction.  Phones have autocorrector
enabled by default, which is often an displeasure when the database does not recognize the input.

autocrecimiento
AUTOCRING PERSONAL development of soft skills. 

autoctofobia
AUTOCTOPHOBIA hate or fear about the country or the connationals.  Anonymity of xenophobia, hatred or fear of
foreigners or foreigners. 

autoctonos
AUTOCTONOS plural of AUTACTNO , typical of the place where it is.  It was born or originated in the place where it is
located.  2 .  Said of a person: originating in the country to which it belongs

autocultivo
AUTOCULTIVE marijuana cultivation for personal use

autocumplir
AUTOCUMPLIR to fulfill what one himself foretold

autocurativa
SELF-HEALING f .  of AUTOCURATIVO

autocurativo
AUTOCURATIVO that heals on its own, without external intervention

autodenominar
CALL YOURSELF A name yourself.  Because of its characteristic of affecting the speaker, it must be a reflexive verb:
self-name, self-denomination, etc. 

autodenuncia
SELF-REPORTING is the complaint made by the same perpetrator of the misdemeanour or crime. 

autodenunciarse
SELF-DECLARING ONESELF VOLUNTARILY GUILTY OF HAVING COMMITTED A MISDEMEANOUR OR
OFFENCE, SO AS TO REDUCE THE FINE OR PENALTY ASSIGNED . 

autodescartarse
SELF-DISCARDING yourself by removing yourself from an option or candidacy. 

autodestruir
AUTODESTRUIR , AUTODESTRUR process by which you consciously and indolently damage yourself.



autodestruirse
SELF-DESTRUCT destroying itself, without the intervention of third parties

autodiagnosticarse
AUTODIAGNOSTICARSE determine personally which condition is suffered and, eventually, AUTOMECATE, prescribe
medications without visiting a doctor. 

autoeliminar
AUTOELIMINARSE transitive verb; should be thoughtful because it involves doing it one about yourself.  Commit
suicide

autoeliminarse
SELF-DELETE Suicide 2 .  Exclude : se , self-deleted from the call . 

autoempleada
AUTOEMPLEADO , An employee who is self-employed and who imposes and incorporates himself into social security
and health services. 

autoempleado
SELF-EMPLOYED person who works on his own and registers in health insurance and provident so as to save to retire
and be protected, with his family group, by health problems. 

autoemprendizaje
AUTOEMPRENDIZAJE entrepreneurship of a commercial project on its own . 

autoentrenamiento
SELF-TRAINING self-directed physical preparation

autoentrevista
AUTOENTREVISTA interviews that a journalist or writer gives himself.  It is actually a pseudo-interview since by
definition interviewing is to have in sight one person to converse with them (technology allows today remote interviews,
but the other is still in sight) 

autoerigirse
SELF-ERECTING SELF-appointing, self-appointing, assuming power by force

autoetnografia
AUTOETNOGRAPHY of self, own and ethnography, science that studies and describes the various peoples and their
customs.  Therefore, it is the biography of the people the study itself. 

autoetnografía
AUTOETNOGRAFÍA science that intermingled ethnography with the ethnographer's own personal experience. 



autoexcluido
SELF-EXCLUDED that has been put aside voluntarily.  To be marginalized by personal decision. 

autoexplotación laboral
SELF-EXPLOITATION OF WORK action and effect of working excessively and continuously over time on a voluntary
and remunerated basis. 

autoexpulsión
AUTOEXPULSION voluntary withdrawal of a membership .  Voluntary waiver. 

autoficcional
AUTOFICATIONal relating to neologism AUTOFICATION created by the French writer Serge Doubrovsky in 1977 for his
novel Sons, which is part of fiction in which the writer participates and part of his personal life

autoficción
AUTOFICATION literary neologism opened by the French novelist Serge Doubrosky in 1977 to call a genre very
particular and rejected, as it constitutes an oxymoronic contradiction since it requires the concurrence of 1.  May the
author be in turn the narrator and the interpreter, that is, it is counted in the first person.  2 .  Be a text and a paratext
(title, cover, back cover, lapels) of a fiction lived by the narrator.  This literature was previously developed by some, such
as Azorín and Unamuno, but Doubrosky was the first to discover and define the characteristics of the genre, in which the
character who represents them does not really tell what he does, but what they would like to aspire to do. 

autofiliatica
AUTOFILIATICA spelling error.  See AUTOFILIATICO

autofiliático
AUTOPHILIATIC of autophilia formed by Greek roots, meaning . 'self-love'; relative to or belonging to a love for oneself;
in a selfish way. 

autoformación
AUTOFORM Said of a person : He specializes in some subject with personal studies, without a tutor.  Said of materials :
Process that through the passage of time leads to the natural formation of organic matter, such as forests, grasslands,
vegetation, or inorganic structures such as hills, mountains, lakes, chemical structures such as crystals and other
processes inorganic development and growth of plates and structures.

autoformar
AUTOFORM form by itself, form without participation of any external agent.

autogestionada
SELF-MANAGED women's SELF-MANAGEMENT that is administered without the intervention of third parties, with own
resources

autogestionar
AUTOMANAGE manage, manage on your own



autogobernado
AUTOGOBERNADO that is handled on its own, which is not managed by third parties. 

autohomenaje
AUTOHOMENAJE honors that you make yourself. 

autoimponerse
SELF-IMPOSE restrictions or requirements voluntarily

autoimpulsor
SELF-PROPELLER that propels itself.  2 .  Mantra, verbal morivator who mentally repeats himself with frequency,
emotion and motivation, to increase inner strength and the ability to resist, persevere, overcome. For example "Today I
am better than yesterday" or "I am able to do everything my mind set out to do" 2.  Mechanical or hydraulic system of
drive typical of a machine . 

autoindulgente
AUTOINDULGENTE that sympathetic to itself, that is licensed and that acts with permissiveness

autoinflamatoria
Auto-inflammatory female AUTOINFLAMATORY

autoinflamatorio
AUTOINFLAMATORY that swells without external intervention, which swells on its own. 

autoinfligirse
AUTOINFLINGSE to cause itself (some damage) 

autoinjerto
AUTOGRAFT graft (skin) from another area of the same patient

autoinvestidura
AUTOINVESTIDURA Appointment in a position by its own decision .

autolimitacion
AUTO-LIMITATION spelling error by SELF-LIMITATION

autolimitación
AUTOLIMITATION voluntary restriction

automatriculación
AUTOMATION registration executed without intervention of a third party, possibly performed online. 



autonombran
AUTONOMBRAN third plural form of present indicative mode of the verb AUTONOMBRARSE Autodesignarse Assume
a position without others having named it

autonominación
AUTONOMINATION Action to be personally appointed in a position or position.  2 .  Personally register for a contest,
such as the Nobel Prize or the Oscars

autoodio
SELF-ESTEEM SELF-ESTEEM , minimum level of self-esteem

autoorganización
SELF-ORGANIZATION action of organizing under one's own criteria or with norms and rules approved by themselves. 

autopercibirse
SELF-PERCEIVE TO EVALUATE ONESELF as subjective aspects such as personality and presence. 

autopilotear
AUTOPILOTEAR operate automatically, robotic. 

autoplacer
AUTOPLACER Masturbation .  Process of stimulation of male or female sex organs (clitoris) for the effect of achieving
pleasure through climax and ejaculation.

autopremio
AUTOPREMIO award given to itself by a person

autopresión
SELF-PRESSURE stress that is induced of one's own volition, for example, by setting very high goals or to the limit of
possibilities or capacity. 

autoproclamación
AUTOPROCLAMATION to announce or proclaim himself as a candidate (to some position, to a position) 

autoproducir
AUTOPRODUCTION manufacture or generate by itself

autoprolongarse
AUTOPROLONGARSE extend, extend (in office, for example) by own decision.  2 .  Stretch (something) by yourself. 

autopromoverse
AUTOPROMOVERSE Advertising yourself, candidate



autoproporcionarse
SELF-PROPORTION to provide yourself (of something) 

autoprovocarse
AUTOPROVOCSE to occur to yourself (damage, wounds, death) 

autorecluirse
SELF-CONFINEMENT BY SELF-DETERMINATION OF SELF-DETERMINATION PERMANENTLY

autorestricción
AUTORESTRICTION error by SELF-RESTRICTION

autoridades
AUTHORITIES Group of people who lead the government, the church, the armed forces, public institutions and their
distributions.

autorizados
Authorized plural AUTHORIZED, past participle of the verb Authorize permission , allow , license .

autorobo
AUTOROBO simulation of a robbery by the same person who reports it. 

autorregalo
AUTOREGALO Gift it is . makes someone himself.

autorrepresentación
SELF-REPRESENTATION that has no representative outside of itself; who represents himself. 

autorretratarse
SELF-REFER taking a selfie, taking a picture yourself.

autorriego
AUTORRIEGO automatic irrigation

autosatisfacción sexual
AUTOSATISFACTION SEXUAL Action and effect of sexually self-satisfaction .  Produce orgasm without intercourse.  It
consists of the person masturbating alone or in the presence of another person.

autosexo
AUTOSEXO solo sex, provoking sexual pleasure, masturbation

autosexual



AUTOSEXUAL person who is attracted or excited by himself. 

autosilenciarse
SELF-RESILIENCE making the decision voluntarily to keep quiet

autosustentabilidad
SELF-SUSTAINABILITY ability to sustain or regenerate itself, without the help of third parties.  To some extent the prefix
auto is redundant because SUSTAINABILITY already has that quality implicit. 

autotest
Auto-prefix AUTOTEST that means by itself and test, anglicism by test, evaluation.  It is the action and effect of an
evaluation without intervention of third parties.

autotraducirse
AUTOTRADUCSE to be translated automatically, without external intervention. 

autotributo
AUTOTRIBUTE tribute that someone does to himself. 

autotrollearse
AUTOTROLLEARSE or AUTITROLEARSE is to publicly laugh at itself.  Make heavy jokes, mock, do bullying, annoy,
laugh on social media or tv to get attention but in this case from the person who posts them. 

autoubicar
AUTOUBICAR that locates itself

autoverdad
AUTOVERDAD abuse of power to destroy the word as a mediator in a society; of the same politicians who are creators
of POSVERDAD. 

autóctonas
AUTOCHTHONOUS female of AUTOCHTHONOUS, originating from the place

auxiliable
AUXILIABLE that can or lets help . 

auzolan
AUZOLAN, a neighborhood job in Basque, was a Spanish political party that was created in 1983, of communist
ideology and whose president was Bixente Serrano.  It was dissolved in 1986.

avant la lettre
AVANT THE LETTRE Galicism BY BEFORE THE LETTER .  It is used for something that is anticipated, a fact, an idea,
a phenomenon that occurs before it is typified French received it from Latin before litteram at the time when Latin was



the universal language in Europe.  Expression that exists in various languages, including Spanish and that comes from
the printing press when the engravings carried the texts after them.  In Italian it is considered corny to say it in French
and they use avanti lettera. 

ave de corral
AVE DE CORRAL hatchery bird, for human consumption

ave negra
AVE NEGRA book denounces Elena Sada about what happens inside the Legionnaires of Christ, an institution of which
she was a recruiter of parishioners. 

avejado
AVEJADO participle of AVEJAR, mistreat, persecute one, make him suffer.  In modern language bully someone.  See
VEJAR

avellana de la india
HAZELNUT FROM INDIA There is no such fruit.  What does exist is the INDIAN NUT used by women for weight loss,
but it contains three components that can be deadly: toxialbumin, which affects the nervous system, cardiac glycosides
that alter the heartbeat and poisonous cyanide and prevents the transport of oxygen through the blood.  Chilean hazel
and European hazelnut are known, trees that produce the fruit of hazelnuts

avena caleña
AVENA CALEÑA in Colombia: from Cali, refreshing drink based on a cup of water.    (250 ml), half a cup of oatmeal
(250 g).  ) (proteins, gluten) shall mean a little vanilla essence and cinnamon in branch or ground.  It is boiled stirring so
that it does not stick.  Then add 1 liter of milk.   (4: 1) and 250 grams of sugar.  It is heated for 15 minutes and then put
in the refrigerator.  When it is cold the cinnamon chips are removed and put into the blender for a couple of minutes.  If it
is thick you can add water or milk.  .  And to enjoy .  Whoever finds it bland can add sugar to taste They call it Polish
oats (former German territory, lost in the war) for having been very popular after the second war.  Today the great export
to Latin America is made by Santo Domingo, Ecuador, where a Colombian family settled and installed a plant.  The
largest producers of oats are Russia (4 million), Canada (2, 7 million) Poland (1, 5 million) and Australia (1, 3 million). 

avena caleña
AVENA CALEÑA in Colombia : dish of Colombian gastronomy, in particular, from the city of Cali, preparation of boiled
cinnamon oats, milk, sugar, salt

avenacaleña
AVENACALEÑA error by AVENA CALEÑA

aventábanse
AVENT-BANSE reflexive form of the third plural oersona of the indefinite preterite of the verb AVENTAR , 1 .  throw in
the wind, to separate the straw from the grain, for example.  2 .   Push, move the wind something

aventureros
AVENTURERO's plural ADVENTURERS, who likes adventures



averiguadera
AVERIGUADERA IN Colombia : error by AVERIGUADORA , , f .  of AVERIGUADOR

avesado
AVESADO orthographic erro for AVEZADO spanish for expert, experienced, accustomed Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be experto, experimentado, experienced, competent

avifaunística
AVIFAUNISTICS concerning AVIFAUNA together birds from a country or region. 

avifaunístico
AVIFAUNISTIC relative or belonging to the subreine of birds

avilación
AVILATION Action and effect of committing a vile act, AVILAR .  It comes from the Latin "ad" cercanía, from the noun
"VIL" and from the verbal ending "ar"

aviones
PLANE plural AVIONES, a flying mechanical device that can be manned or not. 

avirtuoso
AVIRTUOSO from Greek A, without; who has no virtuosity

avispado
AVISPADO spanish for clever, smart, fast of mind

avispao
AVISPAO phonetic deformation of AVISPADO, clever, astute, fast of mind Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be avispado, clever, rapid, fast of mind, speedy

avizoramiento
AVIZORATION act of sighting, see in the distance. 

awareness global
GLOBAL AWARENESS of English GLOBAL AWARENESS, global concern, global attention

awe
AWE anglilicism for feeling of admiration, sometimes mixed with a certain fear or surprise

awebao
AWEBAO Ovoidal , egg-shaped .  2 .  In Chile : Figuratively, hollowed out, egg, wueón, stupid, few lights.



aweonado
AWEONADO In Chile weon, egg, hueded, stupid, stupid, stupid

awuevonado
Huevonada in Chile: wueón, stupid, weak-minded, said in a hurtful and derogatory way.  It allows to distinguish from the
term wueón which is a muletilla that is said in all circumstances.  "He gave it to me the wueon of the pub" only means
the guy without regard to his lights.  On the other hand, if we refer to an awuevonado or awuevonao the type is
subhuman. 

axilas
AXILAS plural of AXILA junction point between forearm and chest .  2 .  Starting point of branches or leaves from a
stem.  Outbreak point from a stem. 

axionado
AXIONADO Spelling error by ACCIONADO , passive participle of the verb ACTION activate, turn on, manipulate, start. 
See ACTION .

axionogia
AXIOLOGY (and not AXIONOGIA) in philosophy, study of the intreseque values of material and intangible things. 

axión
AXION error (intentional, by economy) by ACTION or (involuntary, by ignorance) by AXON

axivo
AXIVO Social Networking Community formed in 2006 and based on LINUX operating system Develop high-performance
products and services designed to bring the most potential to their customers' websites. Unable to have information
about the very meaning of the name because antiviruses information possible attempted information theft when trying to
obtain content from their site.

aymuray
AYMURAY Quechua word meaning harvest; also May ( harvest month)

ayornar
Ayornar from the Italian aggiornare, and this in turn from giorno, dia; update, put to fashion, ooneral day.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be allornar, agiornar, aggiornar

ayornarnos
AYORNARNOS phonetic deformation of aggiornamento, an Italian word meaning updating, modernization and that after
use in the Second Vatican Council Popes John Paul II and Paul VI made fashionable.  

ayudamemoria
HELPMEMORIA element that makes it easy to remember ( something ).  The acronyms of institutions and companies
are helpmemorias to remember their names. 



ayudas educativas
EDUCATIONAL AIDS plural of EDUCATIONAL HELP . 

ayunoterapia
FASTing treatment based on fasting, to detoxify the body, or to lose weight, or both. 

ayurvédica
AYURVEDIC relative to or pertaining to indian alternative medicine, or AYURVEDA

azanza
AZANZA in Spain: locality and council of the Autonomous Community of Navarre in the Pamplona Basin, 24, 5 km from
the capital of Navarre Pamplona.  It has an area of 7 . 7 km² 2 .  Spanish surname . 

azd1222
AZD1222 The company AstraZeneca, an Anglo-Swedish company announced ( 2020) that it already has treatments to
manufacture 400 million doses of an anti-ronavirus vaccine with which it has been experimenting with with a US agency
in charge of vaccines.  He has negotiated with the Serum Institute of India and other potential partners to increase
production and distribution.  AstraZeneca said it could manufacture one billion doses, as well as "guaranteeing
shipments of a globally accessible vaccine".  AstraZeneca also reached an agreement with the University of Oxford,
where the vaccine was developed alongside the Oxford Vaccine Group, for a license for the vaccine, which will be
known as AZD1222.

azelaica
AZELAICO acid in cream form that is used for skin conditions, such as bumps caused by acne, pimples and rosacea
disease. 

aznarato
AZNARATO Word that emulates, ironically, the terms as viceroyalty, emirate, triumvirate and that : 1 Denotes the
duration or period in which José María Aznar was president of Spain.  2 .  Denotes an authoritarian court government of
Aznar. 

aznariana
AZNARIANA concerning Aznar see AZNARIANO

aznariano
AZNARIANO concerning the ideology or politics of José María Aznar, fourth president of Spain.  2 .  Concerning Aznar . 
3 .  Relative to Spanish singer Pedro Aznar.

azote de barrio
AZOTES DE BARRIO Venezuelan film 2013 , a remake .  The title is taken from the neighborhood's scouring nickname,
which calls a boy who is always doing evil and disturbing the peace of the area where he lives.

azul claro
LIGHT BLUE Celesta , blue mixed with white



azuloscurocasinegra
SPAM SPAM although it could be explained as dark marengo this conception of neologisms by merely joining all the
words of a sentence would lead us to a dictionary garbage full of terms that would be used only once and would not be
useful, but rather of a dictionary. 

azurrado
AZURRADO participle of the verb AZURRAR , zURRAR , release ZURROS . Figuratively, complain. 

azúcar glass
GLASS SUGAR fine sugar to which a pinch of cornstarch is added.  Powdered or ground to powder size with addition of
2 or 3% starch.  The additive is important, as it prevents the cakeming of sugar (anti-caker) due to its high hygroscopicity

azzuja
AZUJA Elena Marjanovic avatar in social networks

azzura
AZZURA Italianism by Blue

ácaro de la cosecha
HARVEST MITE Trombicula autumnalis , parasite that affects dogs during the autumn period .  It is orange in color and
forms colonies on the skin of dogs, who acquire it in gardens and fields. 

ácaro rojo
RED LOVE is a plague that attacks birds, mammals and even man.  It is very small in size, about 1 mm.  Red

ácaros rojos
RED LOVE See RED ACARO

ácoro bastardo
ACORO BASTARDO perennial plant of the iridocea family.  It grows in very humid conditions.  It's common to hide it in
the swamps.  It tolerates a fairly acidic ph.  In the form of irrigation it is used against leukorrhea and in painful
menstruation.  Active ingredients : contains iridine .

águila cuaresmera
QUARTZ EAGLE Buteo swainsoni name given in Colombia to busardo chapulinero or sparrowhawk.  It is a bird that
lives in Canada, the United States and Mexico in summer and in Chile, Argentina and Brazil in winter.

álgebra calcular
( ALGEBRA )  CALCULAR Determine, using alger bracous and arithmetic operations, the value of each unknown or
variable in an equation or set of equations (if it were a system of equations)

ándele
ÁNDELE in Mexico : interjection used in the sense of light surprise : Chupalla! Look at you! , Look what! 2 Come on!
Hurry up!



ángulo semirrecto
SEMI-RIGHT ANGLE, 45 degree angle

árbol
TREE 1 .  Woody stem plant, with branches and leaves- 2.  Logical diagram of a circuit or structure, with branches and
derivations, similar to a tree, although often the root is at the top.  These trees can be computational flowcharts where
there are decision nodes that lead to different branches depending on the decision, sometimes called decision trees 3. 
Pedigree chart of a family showing the hereditary concatenation of the members of it.

árbol de calabazas
CALABAZA ARBOL is a bounonace tree of the subtropical regions, typical of the Canary Islands, whose fruit of hard
bark serves to make bowls and containers of handicrafts.

árbol de hierro
IRON TREE conical shaped iron structure that allows to be used instead of an Easter tree.  It consists of 4 circular rings
that grow in diameter towards the base, to which are welded the two vertical bars and the lower horizontal, which in turn
is welded or constitutes a piece with what is the foot of the tree. 

árbol de las pagodas
Styphnolobium japonicum PAGODAS TREE .  Sophores, tree of the family of legumes, of stupid foliage and deciduous,
of white flowers that last after they have fallen that of the other trees.  He is originally from China and subsequently
introduced to Japan. 

árbol de santa maría
SANTA MARIA TREE Calophyllum brasiliense .  Tree of the family Clusiaceae, typical of the perhumid jungle areas of
America and the Caribbean

árbol del nacimiento
TREE OF BIRTH the Celts understood that everything they needed was given to them by nature, which they honored. 
That is why the Druids built a horoscope based on 21 trees, which were dominant according to the time of year and was
the one that supposedly protected the one born on each date.  For example: SPRUCE (The Mystery).  Those born
between January 2 and 11 and between July 5 and 14. OLMO ( The nobility ) 12 to 24 January and 15 to 25
JulyCIPRÉS ( La Fidelidad ) .  .  .  ALAMO (Uncertainty) .  .  .  CEDRO (Trust).  .  .  PINO ( The particular ) .  .  . 
WEEPING WILLOW (The Melancholy) .  .  .  LIMA O LIMONERO ( La duda ) ROBLE ( La valentía ) AVELLANO ( Lo
extraordinaria ) SERBAL o ROWAN ( Lo sensibilidad ) ARCE ( Mente abidrta ) NOGAL ( La pasión ) ALAMO (
Uncertainty ) CASTSÑO ( La honestidad ) FRESNO O CEREZO ( La ambición ) CARPE ( ELl buen gusto ) HIGUERA (
El ímpetu ) MANZANO ( El amor ) ABEDUL ( La inspiración ) HAYA ( La creatividad ) 

árboles
Plural tree ARBOLES

áreas
Plural areas of SURFACE AREA, extension, terrain.  In mathematics it is the product wide by the length.  Domain (
knowledge or action ) 

æsir



ÆSIR Æsir (Old Norse: [???? sez?] ) gods of the main pantheon of Norse religion, which included Odin, Frigg, Höðr,
Thor, and Baldr.  A second pantheon is the Vanir.  These two pantheons, according to Norse mythology, warred against
each other, consolidating into a single pantheon. 

babotas
BABOTAS use in plural, of slime In Mexico bobo , bobalicón , slug , inocentón .

baby boom
BABY BOOM Anglo-Saxon expression for baby explosion or mass arrival of children into the world from the end of world
war II, that is 1946, until 1964, a period of approximately 20 years.  Nine months after the New York blackout from July
13 to 14, 1977, there was a similar phenomenon that we might consider a mini baby boom. 

babysitter
BABYSITTER anglilicism of BABY, baby and SITTER, who sits down.  person hired to care for children while their
pasres leave home. 

bacalear
BACALEAR in Mexico: running hand to a woman

bacalearon
BACALEARON Third pers .  plural of the indefinite past tense of the vervo BACALEAR; in Mexico : 1 .  Court 2 . 
Groping the Bride 3 .  Vulgarism for dying

bacalito
BACALITO in Tabasco , Mexico .  Bird from Mexico to the NO of Costa Rica.  Its common name is MONJITA
GARGANTA NEGRA It lives in deciduous forests of broad leaves (treetops), areas of scrub, prefers dry fields.  Its nest
has a globular shape and enters from the side.  The laying is 2 to 5 eggs per clutch.

bacenilla
BACENILLA a peel, potty or container for young children to relieve themselves. 

bacheletista
BACHELETISTA In Chile a supporter of the former Chilean President Michelle Bachelet .  2 .  Activity or ideology that
sympathizes or adheres to your politics. 

bachtiano
BACHTIANO related to the production control system that seeks to achieve maximum precision and constancy, as well
as maximum quality in industrial processes, very common in food and beverage industries, but used in a wide range of
processes, such as lighting. 

bacín bajo
BACON LOW Pelela , palangana similar to a dish of food for dog deeper used by children boys, elderly, sick to deposit
the droppings and urine when you do not have the possibility of a bath at hand.



background
BACKGROUND of the English 'back', rear, anterior and 'ground', terrain; history, experience, curriculum vitae

bag
Bag anglilicism per bag

bagatelas
BAGATELAS plural of BAGATELA of French bagatelle and Italian bagatella .  Brief Musical Composition 2 .  Thing of
little value, smallness.

bagley
BAGLEY 1 Melville Sewell Bagley, North American based in Argentina, patenter of Hesperidin.  The largest biscuit
company in South America.  Bagley Latin America S . to.  is a partnership with the Danone Group for the biscuits,
alfajores and cereals businesses.  it has eight production plants in the region. 

baguios
BAGUIOS possible mistake by BAGUIO a mountainous place on the island of Luzon, in the Philippines, with universities
and resorts.  Called the "City of Pines" it is popular in summer because it has a particularly cool climate.  Another
possibility is that it meant VAHIDO, a temporary loss of balance, feeling faint. 

baica
BAICA In Argentina Buenos Aires International Christian Academy , international school in San Fernando, with courses
from pre-K to 12th grade.

baig cooking
BAIG COOKING art cooking in a single day, for the whole week. 

bail
BAIL verbatim , bail .  Colloquially, flee Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be bail, flee, boot

bailar el agua a alguien
DANCING THE WATER TO SOMEONE.  Very old expression, of unknown origin involving HALAGAR , ADULAR to a
person .

baile del sombrero
BAILE DEL SOMBRERO Typical Mexican dance in which they place a Mexican charro hat in the center of the track and
begins the windings, in which the man gallants the woman, who initially repeatedly rejects it.  With the passing of the
bars the woman goes off and the dance ends in a good way when she crouchs down to pick up the hat and the man
passes a leg over as an allegory that already belongs to her.  Both, coupled, cover their faces behind the hat, where it is
assumed that they are giving the first kiss of lovers.

bajable
DOWNLOADABLE that can be downloaded, either in the literary sense, descend something, or in the figurative,
download something, such as, for example, from social networks, something that has been previously uploaded.  In this
case the download refers to downloading a file or information, without prejudice to the fact that it is downloaded again



countless times more, that is, it remains DOWNLOADABLE on the platform. 

bajo el suelo
UNDER THE UNDERGROUND FLOOR, (which is) buried

bajo examen
UNDER EXAMINATION Under observation Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be in auscultation, in
study, under observation

bajo la lupa
UNDER THE LUPA, which is under investigation, under observation Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may
be under observation, under investigation

bajo ningun concepto
UNDER NO CONCEPT In any way, for any reason, ever

bajo rrelieve
LOW RELIEF Error by BAS-RELIEF

bajo sospecha
UNDER SUSPICION that you are presumed guilty of any crime; who's being investigated

bajoimperial
BAJOIMPERIAL relative or belonging to the Lower Roman Empire since 284 d . C.  476 a.m. C. 

bajomesada
BAJOMESADA MESADA, weekly money that is received or given for minor expenses.  But in Spain and perhaps in
Mexico it is a countertop, kitchen furniture.  Then, in Spain, the bajomesada is the bottom of the vanitorio or the
countertop. 

bajoneado
LOW PART Past of the verb bajonear .  Depressed, with little desire to do things, without wanting to.

bajoviaducto
BAJOVIADUCTO structure that is built under a VIADUCTO, structure that communicates in aerial form two points on dry
ground. 

bajón energético
ENERGY LOW mood drop that is caused by an organic abnormality, such as by excess or insulinic deficit or alteration in
blood pressure, hypotension or hypertension.  Also as a result of a temporary psychological pathology or condition, such
as depression 2.  Dropping the electrical voltage of a transmission line. 

bajón energético



ENERGY LOW mood drop that is caused by an organic abnormality, such as by excess or insulinic deficit or alteration in
blood pressure, hypotension or hypertension.  Also as a result of a temporary psychological pathology or condition, such
as depression 2.  Dropping the electrical voltage of a transmission line. 

bakio
BAKIO in Spain: place and beach of Bizkaia or Biscay, Spain

bala fria
BALA FRIA IN Mexico BULLYING Action to annoy and annoy someone.  In Venezuela, fast food

bala loca
CRAZY BULLET is that bullet that in a shootout is fired towards any place where it has supposedly not been fired. 

balanceadamente
BALANCED in a balanced way, with amounts provided

balanzas
BALANZAS plural de BALANZA

balconazis
BALCONAZIS , plural of balconazi .  Derogatory and sarcastic way to refer to people who monitored, denostated and
video etctoted from their balconies passers-by who walked under quarantine or curfew on the streets, in some cases
without the proper protection of mask and/or gloves, putting the health of others at risk.  Eventually they were reported to
the police.

baldeadora
BUCKETER Person who sweeps and does the toilet, who uses the bucket to clean the floors or walls

baliché
BALICHE was traced by pork, pork

balichon
BALICHON neighborhood in Bayonne, city of the French Basque country in the southeast of France. 

balinera
BALINERA Metal part that reduces friction between an axle and the parts that are attached, mounted or interconnected
with the shaft, so as to reduce friction and facilitate displacement In Chile : bearing or bearing

balineras
BALINERA plural of BALINERA Bearing of spherical, roller or cone boitas, which facilitate movement and support.

ballestera verde
GREEN BALLESTERA .  It is a perennial herbaceous plant that reaches 80 cm in height and 100 cm wide, with thick



succulent stem, evergreen glossy leaves.  The cup-shaped flowers, yellowish-green lacing, often with purple edges on
the five petals as sepals on erect stems.  In the Middle Ages, because of its poisonous attributes, it was used to smear
the arrowheads, but it is not lethal as is believed.  Its generic name is Helleborus, which derives from the Greek name
Helleborus orientalis, "helleboros"; of "helle" to "damage" and "bora" for "food", referring to its intake damaging because
it is poisonous plant.

ballotage
BALLOTAGE videoicism for the second round, definition between the two best candidates of an electoral contest, in a
second election. 

balomada
BALOMADA probable spelling error or phonetic deformation by PALOMADA in El Salvador : thing

balotage
BALOTAGE Gallonics by balotage, second round.  Pronounced as in French balotall

balón de gas
GAS BALL cylinder or liquefied gas cylinder sold and distributed for home consumption. 

balón de oro
GOLDEN BALL annual award awarded by France Football magazine to the best player in the world in its male and
female version.  Until 1995 only European players were considered, but it became extensive to any player in the world. 
Between 2010 and 2015 it was awarded in conjunction with FIFA.  A similar prize is the GOLD GLOVE awarded by FIFA
to the best goalkeeper of a World Cup, although there is this denomination in various sports, such as baseball or boxing.

balónvolea
BALÓNVOLEA Spanish version of the sport of VOLLEYBALLBALL, volleyball or VOLLEYBALL

baltarismo
BALTARISMO in Spain: political doctrine of a leader of the PP called José Luis Baltar Pomar (1940) who always played
in Galicia, where there is (Orense) a town with his surname.  He was mayor of Nogueira de Ramuín (1976-1995),
president of the Provincial Council of Orense (1987-2012), senator (1993-2000), secretary general of Centrists of Galicia
until he joined the Popular Party in 1991.  From there until December 2009 he was provincial president of the PP
orensano.  In 2012 he resigned from his managerial positions, which passed into the hands of his son, José Manuel
Baltar Blanco

baltrí
BALTRÍ in Dominican Republic: anglicism by bad trip, bad trip, an event or bad experience, which you do not want to
remember. 

bambarría
BAMBARRIA (and not bambar) m .  and f.  ( rare )  Silly person

bambas



BAMBAS plural of BAMBA Mexican dance whose word is of Mexican origin, and in Mexico means party, jarana ,
celebration

banco central europeo
EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK autonomous bank of the European community. 

banco continental
CONTINENTAL BANK 1 .  Commercial bank whose field of action is international, a continent or subcontinent, as could
be South America.  2 .  International Bank for Government Interaction, to which member countries are associated or
negotiated.  The European Bank is a continental bank.  3 .  Own name of a Chilean bank dedicated, mainly, to foreign
trade.

banco ecologista
BANCO ECOLOGISTA financial institution that makes investments considering sustainability before profitability

banco ecológico
BANCO ECOLÓGICO bank that makes investments and grants loans mainly to green companies, paying less interest to
its investors, but guaranteeing that their money will reduce the carbon footprint and help the environment. In Mexico
there is a new green or ecological bank, which operates on the basis of exchanging recyclable material for money.  It is
called "Banco Cooperativo del Estudiante Bartselana" and its main clients are children and young people under 29 years
of age.  It has more than 3 thousand customers.  The financial institution is the first of its kind, promoting savings and
recycling.  Its founder, José Adolfo Quisocala Condori, is only 13 years old in 2021.  Children who open an account must
carry 6 kilos of recyclable paper and $2 to open an account.  The bank sells the material and deposits it into your
account Must meet a monthly goal

banco intercontinental
BANK INTERCONTINENTAL Bank that has offices and operations in countries, foreigners that have been
geographically within the same continent as the parent company country.

banco intercontinental
BANK INTERCONTINENTAL Bank that has offices and operations in countries, foreigners that have been
geographically within the same continent as the parent company country.

banco internacional
INTERNATIONAL BANK They have been asking for years and I answer this entry.  Once again: Financial institution
authorized to operate as a bank in two or more countries simultaneously.  It works with the currencies of the countries
where it operates and conducts local and international business transactions, such as exports and imports. 

banco malo
BAD BANK in Economy: financial institution that buys toxic assets, which are the assets overvalued accountingly on the
balance sheet of a bank, in order to save the financial system. 

bande dessinée
BANDE DESSINE comic strip galicism, a term used in all French-speaking countries



bandeja de entrada
INPUT TRAY receptacle in which envelopes, small packages and objects such as keys are received, to, to be
subsequently delivered to their recipients within the office or company.  At the same time there is an output tray to
accumulate the mailings that will later be sent to other places.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be in
, input correspondence

bandera de peru
Peruvian flag All countries have as emblems a shield, a flag and a patriotic anthem.  The flag of Peru consists of 3 thick
vertical stripes, red, white and red, in equal thicknesses.  The ratio of width to height is 3 : 2 .  When it is an official
government flag is included the patriotic shield in the white third.

banderazo
BANDERAZO in Argentina: demonstration that makes the population against the government of Alberto and Cristina
Fernández, as a result of having the highest levels of coronavirus contagion in the world and an unsustainable
quarantine, given the terrible economic conditions of the country. 

bangaología
BANGAOLOGY Film by Coréon Du showing the fever of style in Angola

banlieue
BANLIEUE French word, to designate a set of conglomerates surrounding a villa or city.  Equivalent to Spanish suburb. 

baño de bosque
FOREST BATHROOM translation of Japanese shinrin-yoku, consists of visiting a forest with the 5 open senses, in the
highest possible concentration, in order to maximize tactile, visual, auditory, olfactory and possibly palative sensations. 
It is common in Japan and the Far East. 

baquet
BAQUET anglilicism by race car seat and other sports cars. 

bar-restaurante
LOCAL BAR-RESTAURANT where there are slightly separated enclosures for drinks and alcoholic beverages and for
lunch or dinner. 

bara bara
BARA BARA Bara, is a Japanese slang term for a genus of illustrated publications, manga and male homoerotic anime. 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be wasei eigo , mens 39 , love , menzu rabu , ml

baraja española
SPANISH BARAJA Spanish card, 40 cards, unlike the French or English card, of 52.  The pints are the bastos, the gold,
the cups and the sword.  The figures are from 2 to 7, jack, horse, king and Ace.  Today there are Spanish decks that
include the 8th and 9th, thus reaching 48 cards.

baral o varal
VARAL Long stick for different uses or tasks. 2 .  Each of the lengths that carry on the sides the walks of the images. 3 . 



Each of the two long sticks where the crossbars that form the sides of the carts and galleys were fitted. 4 .  Colloquially
Very High Person5.  At the Theatre : Bar placed vertically between the backstage of the theaters to put the lights that
illuminate the scene. 6 .  In Nautical : Rectangular plank where the keel of a boat fits so that it slides when it is thrown or
stranded. 7 .  In Argentina.  Reed frame that serves to tend outdoor the meat of the appraisal, in the saladeros.  BARAL
Only exists as its own name in India, Buthan, Nepal and among the Persians (today Iranian)

barbie mapache
BARBIE MAPACHE expression used by Miguel Frigenti when he again stumbled on the TV set of "It's Already Noon",
from Telecinco, with his arch-ememiga Alba Carrillo, meaning to say, as explained the aforementing : "It is for my
llantine and mi rimmel".  But Alba took advantage of counterattack and sent him the little recadito: "I am at least Barbie,
he does not even reach baby pelons, the bellies".  This expression parodies the designation made by Mattel, maker of
the skinny dolls, by rating them and distinguishing them as Barbie mermaid, Barbie princess, etc.

barcelonetero
BARCELONETERO who dwells or frequents the Barceloneta neighborhood, near the olaya of San Sebastiá, where they
usually surf and sunbathe

barcelonetero barcelonetera
BARCELONETERO BARCELONETA See BARCELONETERO Someday I hope that the handlers of this dictionary get
bored of entering garbage like this into the dictionary .  No one will ever consult a DIGITAL dictionary with the two
genres, and as this software has no intelligence to search related or close, its usefulness is absolutely nil

barcelonismo
BARCELONISMO Doctrine or politics in favor of the city of Barcelona, Spain or the football club Barcelona F . C. 

barcos
BARCO's plural BOATS, ship, heavy means of marine transport for large numbers of passengers and cargo volumes

bardeo
BARDEO Action of putting fences or fences to a wall or wall. 

barista
BARISTA person in charge of preparing drinks and serving them at the bar of a bar, restaurant or night venue.  In the
past the canteens put a bar or handle so that drunken diners could, with effort, grab it so as not to collapse.  The sector
was renamed the BARRA and then the canteen became BAR or bar. 

barmaid
BARMAID woman serving drinks behind the bar.  Female version of the BARMAN.  The copetinera, which motivates
larroquians to consume alcohol is called hostesses

barra de direcciones
ADDRESS BAR grammatical error due to number mismatch.  This is the STEERING BAR that provides the turn control
of a vehicle.  The plural is ADDRESS BARS .  Address bar does not make logical sense as address implies here all
mechanically possible senses to execute . 



barra de dirección
STEERING ROD IN A VEHICLE , ONE OF THE FOUR PARTS OF THE STEERING SYSTEM , WHICH CONSISTS OF
THE STEERING WHEEL , THE STEERING ROD , THE BOX AND THE STEERING TERMINATIONS . 

barraquito
BARRAQUITO in Spain: sweet alcoholic drink typical of the Canary Islands, containing 4 layers of ingredients of
different colors and densities, which keeps them separate and give showiness to the drink.  The bottom layer is
condensed milk, on which goes the liqueur 43 (because it contains 43 ingredients), then a layer of espresso and above
a layer of sparkling milk. 

barrendiche
BARRENDICHE 1 .  Derogatory by BARRENDERO .  2 .  People who don't have a penny, no resources.

barreras
BARRERA's plural BARRERAS

barrevereda
BARREVEREDAS (and not BARREVEREDA ) Person who has no other option, is dedicated to sweeping sidewalks, in
order to survive.

barrigota
BARRIGOTA Derogatory of BARRIGA Barriga, belly, or very large guata

barril criollo
BARRIL CRIOLLO In Argentina : Value of the barrel of oil that is fixed either by decree or by agreement of the producing
and refining parties, fixing the royalties and the final price of the barrel.

barroque
BARROQUE from French, Baroque or Baroque, period of artistic style that followed the renaissance. 

barros jarpa
BARROS JARPA in Chile : former Chilean President Ramón Barros Luco (1910-1915) liked a hot cheese and meat
sandwich, which became popular throughout Chile and Mendoza, Argentina.   Then former minister Ernesto Barros
Jarpa found it difficult to eat and traded the meat for York ham, giving rise to the other popular Chilean sandwich. 

bartender
BARTENDER anglilicism, person behind a bar, man or woman.  He has a broader knowledge of drinks and drinks than
the bartender.  2 .  Barcode software designed by Seagull Scientific 3 .  Japanese manga series. 

barticciottista
BARTICCIOTTISTA in Chile: follower of Marcelo Barticciotto, former player and manager of the Club ColoColo

barto
BARTO signs Bart on the graffiti he does all over Springfield, on the Simpsons, so he is wanted by the police. 2 . 



Apocope and alias of Bartolomé or Bartolo .  3 . Pseudonym of Diego Campos is known as El Barto. Diego Campos, a
Chilean freestyler, rapper and trapero of Colombian descent.  4 Bartolomé Bedoya in the tv series Casi Ángeles . 

baruch de spinoza
SPINOZA BARUCH Error by BARUCH SPINOZA or BENEDICTUS SPINOZA or ESPINOSA .  He has never had one in
his name because Spinoza was a Dutch-born Sephardic Jew, but of Spanish-Portuguese origin (which is why his
surname is sometimes spelled with z and others with s) and that of denunciation nobility and owner or successor of
landowners, which was not allowed to Jews in Europe.  However, upon his death, his adherents published a
posthumous work as Benedictus De Spinoza, perhaps to extol his much-vilified name, since in life he went through great
ups and downs.  He was an acerbic critic of religious orthodoxy and one of the 3 great rationalist philosophers of the S. 
XVII, together with the French Descartes and the German Liebnitz, becoming advisor to the kings of Spain.  His
literature, which remained underground for a long time, was claimed by the great German philosophers of the S. XIX,
and today he considers himself the father of modern philosophy.

baruj espinosa
BARUJ ESPINOSA Portuguese way of writing the name of the Dutch philosopher, father of modern philosophy.  See
BARUJ SPINOZA and BARUJ DE SPINOZA

basbousa
BASBOUSA is a sweet made of semola soaked in syrup. 

basbusa
BASBUSA see BASBOUSA

bascurria
BASCURRIA 1 .  in Valencia: warm and unpleasant summer wind, in Churro dialect.  The Churro dialect is a set of
dialectal varieties of Castilian spoken in the Valencian regions of Hoya de Buñol, the Serranos, Canal de Navarrés, Alto
Palancia and Alto Mijares.  2 .  Drill

base científica
SCIENTIFIC BASE information based on research carried out under scientific canons, that is, with scientific
methodologies. and not with mere theories or speculations.

base de axon
AXON BASE point from which the electrochemical signal that has traveled the length of the axon is transmitted as a
message to the next neuron. 

base social
SOCIAL BASE all members, adherents, volunteers and so on, who support an entity and help achieve their goals. 

bases generales
GENERAL BASES rules of a tender that provides the bidder to the applicants to make their bids under the same
conditions. 

basirruque



BASIRRUQUE in Venezuela expression of rejection equivalent to Ni shitting! No way!

bastantes
QUITE plurals of ENOUGH, sufficient, in an adequate amount

bastardl
BASTARDL spelling error by BASTARDO

basura humana
HUMAN WASTE Scum, person who harms society, who has no values, ethics or morals.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be there is a lot of human garbage in today's youth in order to receive an inheritance they would
stop feeding their elderly parents so that they would die soon. 

batamanta
BATAMANTA unisex garment that has the characteristics of robe and blanket, which became popular on social media in
2007.  It is characterized by its wide sleeves and closes like the aprons of surgeons, on the back, without buttons or
zipper closures.  He has had a lengthy court processing in the United States because if it is a blanket he pays 8, 5% tax,
while if it is a robe he must pay 14, 9%.  In the end he won the blanket. 

batasunizacion
BATASUNIZATION of basque batasuna "unit".  In Spain: ideology to Basque nationalist ideas.  Batasuna (pronounced
batásuná ) independent socialist political party of the Basque countries and Navarre. 

batasunización
BATASUNIZATION Herri Batasuna is the political arm of the terrorist organization ETA that aims to independent the
Basque territories of Spain and France, called Euskal Herria.  It was formed as a political party in 1986 and declared
itself illegal on 27 March 2003.  Batasunization is the spread of independence ideology and the acquisition of adherents
to the etharra cause. 

bataua
BATAUA Oenocarpus bataua var .  bataua Burret 1929 or Jessenia bataua, plant of the palm family

bateke
BATEKE Are a Bantu ethnic group from Central Africa who speaks the Teke languages.  Most of its population is in the
DRC (Democratic Republic of the Congo, former Belgian Congo) and the Republic of the Congo, in addition to a minority
living in Gabon

batólogo
BATOLOGIST someone who always repeats words in an annoying and irritating way

batterygate
BATTERYGATE court case in which Apple was sued for illegal acts on the owners' iphone equipment, so that their
batteries would lower their yields on older equipment in order to increase sales of their new models.  Apple agreed to
pay $25 to each iphone user worldwide, totaling more than $500 million.  The name batterygate is a parody of the bully
of the bully Watergate case, in which Richard Nixon had to resign from the presidency of the United States.  Some



synonyms, words or similar expressions may be litigation apple vs users

batusino
BATUSINO Imbecile, cork oak, idiot, donkey, donkey, idiot, lardo. 

baule
BAULE or Baoulé tribe of Côte d'Ivoire, one of the largest ethnic groups, which has more than 2 million people.  2 Men's
clothing store in Lomas de Virreyes, Mexico. 

baut
BAUT of the German BAUEN assemble , build BAUT AUF based on : dieses Musikstick baut auf den Regeln der
zw'lftonmusik .  This piece of music is based on the rules of dodecafonic music. 

bavazo
BAVAZO spelling error by BRAVAZO

bayons
BAYONS typo (the letter s is contiguous to the letter a), by BAYONNE, former city of the French Basque Country,
flooded in southeastern France. 

básicos
Basic plural of BASIC essential, primary, fundamental

bce
ECB European Central Bank, the central bank of the countries confirming the European Community. 

bcg
BCG acronym for Calmette-Guérin bacillus, which produces anciently terrifying and deadly tuberculosis.  ( TB ) .  Today
the BCG vaccine is applied at discretion and under certain standards, especially to health workers.  In countries with TB,
mass vaccination of children under 5 years of age is used.  A tuberculin skin test may then be done, which can come out
positive, either by the effect of the vaccine itself or because the person has contracted the disease.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions may be bacillus of calmette guérin

bd
BD acronyms Beckton Dickinson GmbH German company supporting healthcare entities worldwide, which participates
in the diagnostic techniques for covid-19 recommended by WHO. 

beach club
BEACH CLUB anglicism by BEACH CLUB place of leisure and entertainment in the coastal areas, a luxury beach bar,
with pool areas, hammocks and umbrellas; an exclusive and luxurious atmosphere, both for day and night. 

beach voley
BEACH VOLEY anglicism by beach volleyball in which the teams are duo. 



beanie
BEANIE 1 .  Wool hat 2 derived from the bean : beanie coffee

beatboxer
BEATBOXER anglilicism per person who uses his mouth to make sounds and noises that mimic musical instruments,
wind and others

beatlemaníaco
BEATLEMANIAc fan in high degree for everything related to the beatles band The Beatles

beau geste
BEAU GESTE French locution meaning beautiful gesture.  2 .  Film about the Foreign Legion, 1939.

beauty freak
BEAUTY FREAK anglilicism by BEAUTY FENOMENAL although FREAK means extravagant, exotic, phenomenon here
has the positive sense, as with freak game players who are phenomena by the master and not because they are
monsters.  .  The concept is used for integral treatments that beautify h rejuvenate : new dyes, trending haircuts,
micropigmentation, appropriate clothing and colors, diet, hyaluronic acid and the like, gym, laser hair removal, facial and
dental corrections, etc. 

beauty victim
BEAUTY VICTIM see VICTIM OF BEAUTY

beber los vientos por
DRINK THE WINDS Being hopelessly in love or eager for someone or something.  Dating from the sixteenth century,
from the mountain range where dogs were used that stretched their snout and it looked like they were drinking when
they sniffed the wind with great anxiety to find the prey and then in a state of ecstasy came out unsahored behind it. 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be crazy about, being very in love

bebesito
BABY Spelling error by baby, diminutive of BABY .  Little baby.

bebita
BEBITA Drink, female baby.  It is also colloquially said of an attractive woman : How are you, baby? Or this baby I eat
like me!

bedidas
BEDIDAS misspelling by DRINKS , plural of DRINK

been begun broken built chosen done driven eaten flown forgotten given kept known met ridden run see
BEEN BEGUN BROKEN BUILT CHOSEN DONE DRIVEN EATEN FLOWN FORGOTTEN GIVEN KEPT KNOW MET
RIDDEN RUN SEE past partitions of English irregular verbs.   To be , been = to be , sido; to begin , begun, begun; to
brake , broken= 1 . break , 2 . break, broken, broken; to build , built; to choose , chosen, to do, done, done; to drive ,
driven = drive , handled; to eat , eaten = eat , eaten : to flow , flown = flow , fluid; to forget , forgotten = forget , forgotten;
to give , given = give , given; to keep , kept=1 .  maintain 2 . stay, maintained, stay; to know , .  known=know , known; to



meet , met = to meet, to meet, to meet, to meet; to ride , ridden = ride , direct , ridden , directed; to run , run = run ,
manage , run , managed; to see , seen , see , seen ( here is an error because it asks for the infinitive instead of the
participle , as in the rest of the cases . 

beige
BEIGE Light brown color as used for framing sheets.  The French say : Le beige c'est un couleur qui pass-partout, that
is, beige is a color that combines with everything.  That's where the word Paspartú is born.  It is easy to imagine this
color if we think of a cardboard a little darker than the winter white, closer to the color of the cellulose without bleaching.

beisbolistas
BEISBOLISTAS plural de BEISBOLISTA, baseball player. 

bejuco chino
BEJUCO CHINO plant that grows in wasteland or mountainous regions with humid climates its trunk reaches weigh up
to 20 kgs.  Very effective against arthritis

bejuco de agua
BEJUCO WATER name given to different species of vitaceous .  In the Antilles, Panama, Colombia and Venezuela, vitis
tillifllia and the dilenácea Pinzona coriacea

belenística
BELENISTICS relative to or belonging to Bethlehem

belenístico
BELENISTIC concerning Bethlehem, the manger and the three wise men

belenístico
BELENISTIC concerning Bethlehem, the manger and the three wise men

belicosos y ordinarios
BELICOSOS AND ORDINARY Of bellicose, fighter, tendency to go to fight or war, and ordinary, something common or
vulgar, everyday, of small category.  All in all, fighters and vulgars.

bellaquerías
BellaqueRIA'S plural beauty, evil, damage that is done to another person. 

beloperone
BELOPERONE justice, from Greek bélos, arrow and pear, buckle because the lobes of the antennae are joined by a
filament.  Plant of the familua of the , acantáceas, originating from Mexico, long stem up to 60 cms.  Wikipedia says they
are natural from Africa.  Own subtropical climates, abound in central and south America

bembas
BEMBAS plural of BEMBA 1 . ? 1 .   El Salvador and Mexico : Saying of a person : Of thick lips .  2 .  Ecuador , P .  Rich
and R .  Dominican : Bezo , especially the black muzzle .   2 .  in Venezuela and Cuba: Contemptuous, interjection of



contempt: chucho drink.  3 .  Bantu language spoken mainly in Zambia, and to a lesser extent, in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Tanzania and Botswana. 

bembes
BEMBES plural by BEMB OR BEMBE

bembé
BEMBo outdoor party with a lot of drum, which make followers of santeria, religion of African origin.  The word bembé is
a corruption of candomblé, and this, in turn, of candombe (African dance).  It is built from the Bantu ka, soul and
ndombe, an ethnicity of Angola. 

bembones
BEMBONES , plural of BEMBON , person who has very thick lips. 

benaiga
BENAIGA In Chile : campechana way of saying Bless it! Contraction derived from Good and Hague : that there is good .
 It is commonly used with the meaning of "good thing"

benchmark
BENCHMARK In computing, shaping a heterogeneous set of data and its computational processing, simulating a real
operation, with ways to determine whether the power of the hardware and software will adequately withstand future
demand. 

bendiciones
BLESSINGS short form of saying goodbye, especially Venezuelans and Colombians.  Another way to say God bless
you!

bendición fortuna
BLESSING and fortune, very common colloquial form between Venezuelans and Colombians to say goodbye.  They
avoid to say goodbye or other terms which may be involved in a final farewell.

bendo
BENDO white gun originating and typical of the Java ksla, Indonesia.  It's shorter than a machete and wider than this
one.  It is actually a type of blade that is used in the kitchen to cut flesh bones or things of great hardness. 

benefactores
BENEFACTORS pl .  of BENEFACTOR, the one who provides a benefit.  Someone who helps financially

beneficiados
BENEFICIADOS plural of BENEFICIADO , which has obtained a profit or prize.  2 .  Who has been favored

beneficiarios
SAID BENEFICIARY of a person who is favored by something.  Person to whom it is up to receive a benefit stipulated in
any agreement or contract.



beneficio bruto
BRUTO PROFIT Earning before tax, as opposed to net profit, which is the money left for free disposal.

beneficiosos
Beneficial.  Charity, which produces profit, which favors

benvenuto
BENVENUTO from the Italian , welcome

bercianismo
BERCIANISMO in Spain : political movement that demands the restoration of the Province of Bierzo of 1822 and even a
uniprovincial autonomy for El Bierzo , in the province of León , autonomous community of Castilla y León . 

berezo negro
BLACK BREECH or berezo is the common name of the bushes and shrubs, sometimes arborescent, of the Ericaceae
family with numerous and persistent leaves.  Black Berezo may refer to one of two shrubs: Erica australis or Erica
cinerea.  I lean more towards the latter because its pedonym is ashen heather

bergmaniana
BERGMANIANA relative or belonging to the Swedish theatre and film director Ingmar Bergman, according to many the
best film director of all time, or his production

bergmaniano
BERGMANIAN 1 .  concerning the Swedish screenwriter and director of the second half of the twentieth century, Ingmar
Bergman, 1918-2007, according to many, and I include, the greatest director of all time.  2 .  Concerning Ingrid Bergman
Swedish actress, née von Rosen

bergogliana
BERGOGLIANA relative or belonging to the 266th Pope Francis , Jorge Mario Bergoglio

bergogliano
BERGOGLIANO relative to or belonging to the 266" pope, Francis, whose civil name is José Mario Bergoglio

berretada
BERRETADA of tantrums, vulgar behavior, act of rudeness. 

berreteada
BERRETEADA Americanism; vulgar and unre refined behavior

berrinche brutal
BERRINCHE BRUTAL Expression that speaks of the extraordinary strength and intensity of a BERRINCHE, great
disgust.  In Chile , 1 .  Sound emitted by a donkey or a horse 2.  Shouting that someone was outraged by something :
The director's tantrums were heard all over the hallways of the office.



berunte
BERUNTE Dominican Republic 1 .  low quality alcoholic beverage sold in chuicas 2 .  Person Tufo Drink 3.  Tomatera 4
.  A set of weird things that are used at a certain time to fix a problem. 

beso de singapur
SINGAPORE KISS Repeated contraction and decontraction of the vagina while the penis is inside it, producing great
pleasure to the man. 

bestia de playa
BEACH BESTIA large kinetic sculpture that uses wind energy to travel long distances on the open beaches.  They are
constructed of wooden slats or hollow tubes. 

bestia irracional
IRRATIONAL BEAST figuratively, person who acts without making use of his intelligence, like an animal.  Literally,
animal that does not reason

betacaroteno
BETACAROTENO pigment that occurs in carotenoids, especially in carrot, and which generates orange and others
nearby, such as yellow or red.  It has the peculiarity of becoming vitamin A when the body requires it. 

beyardo
BEYARDO Surname from Bayardo , ancient gentleman, gallant and brave .  Probable error by Bayardo, common
surname in Latin America (also its synonym Gallardo) and in France (Bayard) 2 .  Bellardo, Women's Health Clinic,
located in Nashville, Tennessee whose owner is Dr. Obstetrician and Anesthesiologist Lewis J.  Bellardo . 

bércol
MAN BRAND of flashlights and rechargeable lighting equipment.  Available through Amazon.  It does not carry an
accent 2 .  Line of electric locks

bianconero
BIANCONERO of the Italian BIANCO, white and NERO, black, white player or fan of the Juventus team of Turin.  Or
Juventus Football Club s. p a . 

bibliomancia
BIBLIOMANCIA base the facts that are being carried out and anticipate the future for a fraction of the Bible. 

bibliomotocarro
BIBLIOMOTOCARRO electric tricycle with bodywork turned into traveling library

bibras
BIBRAS spelling error by VIVRAS, colloquially vibrations

bichectomía
BICHECTOMY Plastic surgery consisting of the removal of fat bags from the cheeks ( Bichat bags) BICHATOPLASTY



Thinning of the cheeks It is a resection of the fat bags that make the cheeks less bulky or rounded.  With this surgery
you get definitive results.

biches
BICHES plural of BICHE which is sick.  In Colombia and Paraguay that is not yet mature

bicho torito
BICHO TORITO Diloboderus abderus coleopter escarabeido, one of the rhino beetles, a species that has a frontal bulge
or cacho similar to that of rhinos.  Common in Argentina and Uruguay, and also in Peru, Brazil, Paraguay and Bolivia, ?
both in the meadows and in the gardens and meadows. 

bicho ya
BICHO YA Spelling Error by BICHO YAK . in which bug is being used in its animal and yak sense is the Tibetan bison or
buffalo found in the Himalayan region. 

bici-friendly
BICI-FRIENDLY anglilicism by friendly with bicycle or cyclists. 

bicicleta financiera
FINANCIAL BICYCLE movements of money that cover one hole to create another, many times worse than the previous
one.  Faced with the impossibility of covering the maturity of a financial debt, another credit or loan is used to pay the
first one.  The bicycle consists of reiterating this action. 

bicicletómano
BIKE ADDICT fanatic or maniac of the use of the bicycle

bicilíndrica
BICILINRICO , A Two-cylinder

bicilíndrico
BICILINICAL relative to a two-time engine. 

bicisandwich
BIZCOSANDWICH (and probably not BICISANDWICH) Biscuit heated in a sandwich maker

bicurioso
BICURIOSO person who being heterosexual or homosexual has or feels interest in having some homosexual or
heterosexual experiences, respectively, without feeling attraction to that sexual condition. 

bidoncillo
BIDONCILLO diminutive of BIDON

bien educado



WELL EDUCATED refers to the behavior politely, with urbanism, respecting the rules of good social behavior. 

bien hecho
WELL DONE adverbial locution to express liking and congratulate someone on an achievement (negative or positive). 

biercol
BIERCOL calluna vulgaris plant commonly called BREZO, small shrub with very branched stems and small leaves and
flowers, pink. 

biercol merino
BIERCOL MERINO calluna vulgaris ericaceous plant of unique species.  Popularly called brecina, heather or biércol.  It
grows in sterile and acidic soils such as peatlands and landes. 

bifidobacteria
BIFIDOBACTERIA or BIFIDOBACTERIUM are a group of good bacteria that usually live in the colon, uterus, mouth and
breast milk.  They are grown out of the body and purchased as probiotics.  They have medicinal action in cases of
diarrhea, irritable colon, common cold and flu, as well as other ailments, although there is no irrefutable scientific
evidence of these benefits.  They are gram-positive, not mobile, anaerobic. 

big
BIG anglilicism by BIG 2 .  Bjarke Ingels Group, an international architecture company, founded by Bjarke Ingels in
Copenhagen, Denmark.  He has teamed up with Icon to work for NASA on space-building design.  3 .  1988 American
comedy and drama film, I'd like to be big, in Latin America. 

big tech
BIG TECH big technology apocope;  literally , great technology .  related mainly the tech giants : Amazon , Apple ,
Facebook , Google and Microsoft .  Some synonyms, words, or similar expressions can be big technology

big-bang
BIG-BANG anglilicism by GREAT EXPLOSION, theory of the beginning and creation of the universe, as a result of a
great explosion that initiated the expansion and creation of everything existing. 

bignonia rosada
BIGNONIA ROSADA Podranea ricasoliana plant of the family of the bignonaceae, of South African origin; it forms a vine
of woody stems, fickle and without tendrils.   Flared flowers, multifloras

bignonis de la india
BIGNONIS OF INDIA bignonia indian summer climbing plant originating in China and Japan that achieves up to 10
meters in height thanks to its tentacles because they rise with suction cups.  There are 499 species that owe their
bignacea name to Jean-Paul Bignon.  They do not withstand frosts of less than 5 degrees are easily reproduced by
seed, cutting or snavage in spring or summer.  They're more colorful when the sun shines on them. 

bika
BIKA 1 .   Furniture store in Medellin Colombia .   2 .   yarn hair removal system in the Salamanca neighborhood of
Madrid, Spain.  The name comes from its creator, the Nepalese based Bika Shresjka. 



biker
BIKER annglicism from BYKE, Apocope of BYCICLE, bicycle; cyclist, person who rides a bike.  2 .  Trousers or
elasticated shorts that reach higher than the knees

bilduetarra
BILDUETARRA Bildu, reunion (se) in Basque), Spanish electoral coalition of Basque independence ideology generated
from the terrorist organization ETA, and that consequently formed the sovereigntist pole, formed by the political parties
Eusko Alkartasuna and Alternatiba, the groups Herritarron Garaia and Araba Bai, and other independents abertzales
and left.  Exetarra that became part of Bildu (not to be confused with EH Bildu) 

bildungsroman
BILDUNGSROMAN LITERARY FIGURE of the group of PICTURESQUE or descriptive FIGURES . Bildungsroman in
German, educational novel; novel that deals with a character's physical, social, moral and psychological evolution from
childhood to puberty, youth to maturity. 

bili
BILI prefix that comes from Latin bile, yellow humor, in the theory of hippocratic humors.  Liver discharge from the
gallbladder. 

billete
BILLETE Paper Coin .  Printed paper currency with a face value expressed in printing that are issued by the central
banks of the countries.

billetes
BILLETE PLURAL BILLETES .  See BILLETE .

billetitos
BillETITOS diminutive, plural of BILLETE colloquial form of MONEY, which sometimes, ironically, can be millions. 

billetuo
BILLETUO phonetic deformation of BILLETUDO, rich, wealthy

billones
Billion plural BILLIONS of BILLON in the decimal metro system equals 1 million.  Every 10th 6th it becomes a trillion, 1
quadrillion, 1 quintillon

billullos
BILLULLOS plural of BILLULLO[/E[ Banknotes , money

billuso
BILLUSO in Ecuador: in the 50s and 60s children played with play money to pay the bets of their various games.  This
money was made with the unfolded packs of cigarettes, which at that time were 100% pleated paper, folded and glued,
because the cardboard boxes were not yet known.  It did not matter whether they were nationals or foreigners, but the
value that the brand had in the market.  Very valuable were the Chesterfield, King, Camel, Lucky Strike, Full and others. 
An additional entertainment and challenge was to get adults and cigarette vendors these wrappers.  Then billusos



appeared in the wrappers of the candies with values of 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 sucres, which ended up destroying the
charm of the billusos. 

billuzo
BILLUZO spelling error by BILLUSO, in Ecuador: in the 50s and 60s children played with play money to pay the bets of
their various games.  This money was made with the unfolded cigarette packs, which at the time were 100% folded,
folded and glued paper, because cardboard boxes were not yet known.  It was of no importance whether they were
domestic or foreign, but the value of the brand in the market.  Very valuable were the Chesterfield, King, Camel, Lucky
Strike, Full and others.  An additional entertainment and challenge was getting adults and cigarette sellers these
wrappers. Then billions appeared in the candy wrappers with values of 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 sucres, which ended up
destroying the charm of the billions. 

bilocar
BILOCAR paranormal phenomenon, place or locate an object or person in two different places simultaneously. 

bimaternidad
BIMATERNITY action and effect of having a second child .

bimembración
BIMEMBRATION separation of a body in two

bimonetario
BIMONETARIO Said of a system or accounting : It is carried in two different current currencies.  Generally refers to
keeping a accounting in dollars or Euros, for the parent company, and a parallel accounting in local currency to comply
with the regulations of the country in which the commercial operations are carried out.  2 .  Said of a monetary regime : It
officially has two national exchange currencies : Panama has a bi-millenniary system based on the dollar and balboa,
both official currencies.

binder
BINDER anglicism derived from the verb 'bind', binding, filing cabinet .  2 .  An undergarment that is placed on the chest
to flatten the breasts and have a more androgynous appearance. 

binominalizar
BINOMINALIZE become a system of two antagonistic factions

bintucua
BINTUCUA in Colombia : is a sinonimo of the ARHUACO language used by the indigenous ika .  It is a language of
chichena damilia. 

bintukua
BINTUKUA in Colombia The Ika or Arhuaco people inhabit the upper basins of the Aracataca, Foundation and . 
Ariguaní in the upper basins of the Aracataca, Fundación and Ariguaní rivers on the western slope of the Sierra Nevada
de Santa Marta, in the jurisdiction of the departments of Cesar, La Guajira and Magdalena.  They also occupy the areas
around the lower limit of their shelter, in the Palomino and Don Diego rivers, and in the upper basins of the Sugar and
Guatapurí rivers.  They share a part of the territory with the Kogui and the Wiwa.



bioantropólogo
BIOANTHROPOLOGIST professional person of human study in an integral way, which specializes in the area of its
biological evolution or human biology from a historical and non-medical point of view. 

biobanco
BIOBANCO Ecological Bank, which has been created in Spain.  A portion of banking collects lower-rate investments
than usual and places loans verifying environmental impact and compliance with bio-environmental standards before
accepting the business.

bioceanica
BIOCEANICA spelling error by BIOCENIC that considers two oceans

bioceanico
BIOCEANICO spelling error by BIOCEANIC, which connects two oceans, in practice the Atlantic and Pacific

biocolonialismo
BIOCOLONIALISM development of sophisticated political doctrines by traditional planetary colonizers to re-dominate
foreign territories, now through financkero technology and control. 

bioconservadurismo
BIOCONSERVADURISMO doctrine of defense and protection of the environment and nature.  Conservatism
emphasizes personal freedom and government non-participation.  Therefore, the association assumes attributes similar
to this doctrine. 

biocorrosion
BIOCORROSION Spelling Error by BIOCORRSION .  See BIOCORRION .  Some synonyms, similar words or
expressions may be biological corrosion, organic degradation

biocorrosión
BIOCORROSION Wear or degradation of a material by effects of one or more living organic agents, such as bacteria. 

biodiversa
BIODIVERSA that has varieties of animal and plant species . 

biodrama
BIODRAMA exploration of the biography, own or other, as possible scenic material.  2 . in Argentina: Biodrama Project
was created by Vivi Tellas in 2002 when she took over the management of the Teatro Sarmiento in Buenos Aires. 

biodramina
BIODRAMINA medication to prevent and treat symptoms of dizziness produced by transport by land, sea or air, such as
nausea, vomiting or vertigo in adults and children. 

bioeconomía circular
BIOECONOMY CIRCULAR economy based on the minimization of organic production inputs and in maximizing circular



bioeconomy, waste recovery, through recycling. 

bioemocional
BIOEMOTIONal that combines the biological with the emotional.  The cells transmit genetic and also traumatological
information of the ancestors and bio-emotional decoding is intended to treat symptoms through such therapy. 

bioequivalente
BIOEQUIVALENTE term used in pharmacokinetics to designate a drug that has the same active substance and that its
therapeutic response is similar or equal (to the other against which it is compared) 

bioestatica
BIOSTATTIC spelling error by BIOSTATIC

bioestática
BIOSTATIC bio, life and static, part of the physics that studies bodies without movement.  Biostatic is the study of
structurally organic structures, such as the actions and reactions of forces applied on a bone or the entire bone system
in general. 

biofactoria
BIOFACTORIA error by BIOFACTORIA , a term invented in 2014 by Aguas Andinas to name the water treatment plant
of Santiago de Chile, where a perfect circular economy (0 pollution) has been achieved through the natural evolution of
the treatment of sewage. 

biofactoría
BIOFACTORY wastewater recovery plant that applies the concept of circular economy, avoiding the consumption of
fossil fuels and taking care of the ecosystem.  They produce the energy they consume. 

biofábrica
BIOPHORIC see BIOFACTORY

biofármaco
BIODRUG SECOND TIME I DEFINE THIS WORD .  Medicine based on natural ingredients Among other alternatives, in
Chile and Brazil progress is being made in the use of mammals that through genetic modification incorporate human
antibodies that are then produced through milk. 

bioferas
BIOFERAS spelling error by [E[BIOSFERAS

bioimpedanciometría
BIOIPEDANCIOMETRY Technique and examination itself that measures the impedance of a living being.  In practice, it
is about measuring body mass and its proportion of fat, bone and muscle, which, associated with sex and age determine
the state of health of the person. 

bioimpresión



BIOIMPRESSion additive manufacture of organs, such as noses, teeth and ears with 3D printing methods, which uses
Autocad-style printing software to deposit by planes or layers the material that will make up the organ. 

bioindicador
BIOINDICATOR Living element, or group of them, which is used to determine the degree of environmental pollution that
is in a place, in particular, with respect to water and atmosphere. 

bioingeniería
BIOENGINEERING Engineering related to living beings, analyzed with physico-mathematical concepts.  In particular at
the cellular, genetic level. 

bioinjerto
BIOINJERTO organic graft as opposed to cybergraft or inorganic implant. 

bioladrillo
BIOLADRILLO ECOLADRILLO continent element, such as a plastic bottle, filled with clean and dry plastics, which
cannot be recycled.  The idea is to use them under construction, where they don't end up polluting the environment. 

biologizar
BIOLOGIZAR attempt to justify violence on biological grounds.  For example, racism for biological reasons,
homosexuality for neuropsychological reasons, theRF for not being women

biomaza
BIOMAZA Spelling Error by BIOMASA 1 .  Total amount of living matter in an ecosystem 2.  Amount of organic matter
likely to be converted into energy.

biomédicos
Biomedical plural BIOMEDICS .  See biomedical .

biopiratería
BIOPIRATERIA criminal acts related to illegal trafficking of living beings, animals or plants, use and abuse of natural
resources, appropriation of indigenous rights and inequitative use of biological resources. 

bioplástico
BIOPLASTIC sust .  plastic material produced from plants, animals or bacteria and other microscopic beings, rather than
from petroleum.  2 .  Adj.  Having a living animal or plant origin: bioplastic material. 

biopsicosocial
BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL of the prefix bio- of the Greek bios, life, and of the prefix psycho- of the Greek psykhe, soul Refers
to the behavior, condition or physical and mental relationship (of someone, group, society): The 33 miners locked in the
San José mine, for 2 months at 700 meters deep, were subjected to various biopsychosocial examinations. 

biorrecurso
BIORRECURSO organic natural resource that for its distribution and abound can be considered of utlity for humanity. 



biosaludable
BIOSALUDABLE foods or elements for physical adaptation that do well for health. Nowadays the squares have
biosaludables to do exercises that strengthen the muscles. 

biosimilar
BIOSIMILAR that its chemical composition contains the same active substance and that, therefore, it will have the same
healing effect.

biosostenible
BIOSOSTENIBLE that takes into account the health and ecology of the place; sun, energy savings and the use of
renewable energy; use of natural and breathable materials; recycling and rational water management; minimal
generation of electromagnetic radiation; minimisation of noise pollution; minimisation of economic and social cost

biostático
BIOSTATIC biological or chemical product that stops the reproduction or growth of living organisms. 

biotecnología genética
GENETIC BIOTECHNOLOGY science that treats pathologies and genetic improvement of living beings through
technological processes, such as the modification of the DNA chain in a fetus to suppress an element that produces a
hereditary disease at some point in the life of the future being.  This will produce the end of diabetes, hypertension, high
cholesterol and many other hereditary conditions.

biotecnología-genética
BIOTECHNOLOGY-GENETICS See GENETIC BIOTECHNOLOGY

bioterrorismo
BIOTERRORISM Biological terrorism .  Use of viruses and bacteria and any pathogenic germs in organized and
premeditated form to produce chaos and terror in the population.

biotipo displasico
DISSICTIC BIOTYPE (and non-displasic biotype) William Sheldon established c . 1940 three types of human biotypes
according to their bone structure and fat retention capacity and muscle mass creation. endomorph or pchonic,
ectomorphic or leptosomatic, mesomorphic or athletic.  The dysplastic biotype is a fourth very heterogeneous secondary
morphological type that is added today, and which is a mixture of traits of the three fundamentals, to which hereditary
deformities and endocrine disorders of a very varied character are added.

biotropismo
BIOTROPISM PLANT TROPISM, tendency to react in a specific way whenever exposed to a stimulus external to a
plant. 

bipear
BIPEAR In Dominican Republic Pinch a cell phone number .  Dial a number and cut to be called back, usually for two
possible reasons 1.  Be more fucked up than pigeon 2.  Being more fucked up than chicken coop stick.  It is a problem
of being or being, where Spanish outperforms English, which cannot distinguish it.



biplanetario
BIPLANETARY relating to species or things that exist on two planets

birito
BIRITO in Cáceres , Spain : diminutive of BIRO stiff, straight

birís
BIRÍS Indica canna achira ornamental plant highlighted that is widely used in public gardens for its beauty and large
size. 

birrazo
BIRRAZO Tomatora with beer ( birra )

birrias
BIRRIA plural of BIRRIA Person or something that has no value or importance .  Person unsused. see Birria

bisarria
BISAERIA spelling error by BIZARRÍA

bisbisean
Speak in a very low, almost whispering

biscochito
BIZCOCHITO , DIminutive of BIZCOCHO , (and not BISCOCHO , common error ) Biscuit, small and light biscuit,
covered with various bathrooms

bisfenol
BISPHENOL or BPA, organic compound C15H16O2, which is made up of two concatenated phenol organic groups,
from which its name derives.  Exposure is dangerous to the fetus during pregnancy, with the risk of diabetes and heart
disease once born.   The presence of BPA is associated with increased allergies, thyroid problems, obesity, anxiety,
aggressiveness, hypertension, increased heart disease, in addition to having correlation with prostate and breast
cancer. BPA is a substance used in radiation therapy in a procedure called boron neutron capture therapy.  BPA is
injected into a blood vessel and accumulates in tumor cells.  The patient then receives radiation therapy with neutron
bombardment. 

bisir
BISIR spelling error by VIZI, Muslim Prime Minister

bisolutas
BISOLUTES plural , feminine and deformation of dissolution , dissolution; the prefix bi or di have a synonym attribute in
the sense of pair, pair, two.  Dissolute is a solid that . it disintegrates within a liquid becoming molecularly confused.  It
can also be a liquid that combines with another reducing its molecular density. 

bister



BISTER municipality in the district of Raron- orientala in the canton of Valais in Switzerland  It is bordered to the
northeast and east by the commune of Grengiols, to the south by Termen, and to the west by Mörel-Filet.  2 .  Possible
typing error by BLISTER, blister-pack anglicism, by a type of preformed plastic and cardboard container or cardboard
with cavities to house a product, such as tablets, medicines, batteries, sealed food and small products such as cables,
plugs, hearing aids, etc. 

bitcóin
BITCOIN Annglicism or exchange currency established for use on social networks . 

bitolo
BITOLO deformation of BITOLOGIST, person who works with bits, similarly as the geologist works with geos. 

bitólogo
BITOLOGIST neologism person who is dedicated to bits

bituca
BITUCA Colocasia escuelita, commonly called taro, pituca or malanga, ? is a species of plant in the araceas family,
which grows in the Americas and the Caribbean area.  It is an edible tuber similar to a potato, with a harder consistency
and pinkish color inside.  It is cooked in a similar way to potato, cassava and cassava. 

biturbo
BITURBO combustion engine that has two power-ups that increase its speed and driving force. 

bixenon
BIXENON long lights based on xenon gas, technique introduced by OSRAM in 1991 for the BMW 7 series. called xenon
and used in short lights. 

biyuyo
BIYUYO colloquially, Ticket, money.  In Chile, it is written billullo .

bizante
BIZANTE king of the city of Byzantium, which would be renamed Constantinople and then Istanbul, former capital of
Turkey. 

bizarre
BIZARRE anglilicism by STRANGE .  In Spanish it has a positive meaning : brave, generous, splendid. 

bizona
BIZONA double zone 1 .  Area formed by the German territory occupied by the United States and England, after the
Second World War.  2 .  Type of air conditioning used in cars, where you can control the temperature independently for
the left and right area, or front and rear. 

blablabla
BLABLABLA and also blablablá expression to describe chatter, chatter, speak tasteless and irrelevant



black block
BLACK BLOCK set of protesters taking part in a march dressed in black clothing so as to look like a solid block that
makes it difficult to be identified by the authorities.  Method used by the Antifa and left-wing extremist radicals in the
United Esrados.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be black bloc

black cod
BLACK COD spelling error by BLACK CODE Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be black code

black code
BLACK CODE TV series, in Spanish Code Black, referring to an American medical drana 2.  Brand of autofem
marijuana seeds of high quality strains.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be black code seeds

black friday
BLACK FRIDAY anglilicism by BLACK FRIDAY , day of great commercial offers similar to CYBERMONDAY .  The
expression refers to the tremendous congestion that occurred in Philadelphia the day after Thanksgiving. 

black hat
BLACK HAT black hat , in English .  Villainous cartoon evil character who tries to liquidate the superheroes.   In
computing: black hat SEO is the use of techniques to trick search engines Google, Yahoo, Bing and others to benefit
from SERP search results, improving your search engine positioning for searched keywords.  The search engine is
made to believe that the page is optimized when in fact it is not. 

black metal
BLACK METAL subgenre heavy metal music characteristic for its satanic cut lyrics.  Highlights include a group of bands
associated with National Socialism that appeared in the 80s and 80s in Sweden, Germany, Russia, Greece, North
America, Brazil and Argentina. 

blackface
BLACKFACE verbatim black face, a term that became popular in the theatrical environment in the middle of the S.  XIX
when the actors smeared their faces with black paste to represent a character of color, especially in the United States. 
Today blackface or brownface are terms considered pejorative for their racist tint.

blackmail
BLACKMAIL English word, seems to originate from the conjunction of BLACK, black and MAIL, mail, but it is a mistake,
because it was generated in the coast borders where thieves and criminals extorted people.  It comes from the Latin
male or reditus, tribute and nigri, goods or labor, which is the way in which it was paid. 

blandos
BLANDOS , plural soft 1 .  Fofo, not rigid, little hard.  2 .  Weak character : the president is very soft on crime 3.  Said of
loans of money or capital : that they have much more favourable conditions than usual : We will give soft credits to
SMEs to survive the economic depression that coronavirus brought.  4 .  Quality of some liquids or chemicals : Soft
water is better for washing clothes and produces few kidney stones.

blanqueante
WHITE whitening, bleaching either objects or money



blanquecinos
BLANQUECINOS plural de BLANQUECINO

blanquette de veau
BLANQUETTE DE VEAU from French beef whitening, typical dish of French cuisine based on beef stew, with additions
such as carrots and buttered sauce. 

blanquiazul
BLANQUIAZUL formed by the colors blue and white

blanquidad
WHITE quality of white .  Whiteness, bleach

blanquirrojo
BLANQUIRROJO sust .  and adj .  Which is a combination of red and white , but not necessarily in equal parts

blanquísimo
White, ma Extremely white

blasquismo
BLASQUISMO in Spain : ideology propelled by Vicente Blasco Ibañez, Spanish journalist, writer and politician, who
promoted realism and naturalism. 

bledo
BLEDO In Chile, something that has no value or importance.  It comes from bledo, a quenopodiaceous plant with red
flowers and violet variations, which look like a long stem with lots of balls grouped in rows and growing wildly like weeds.
 Hence the saying "I don't give a damn", meaning "I couldn't care less" or, stronger, "I brush my teeth with your
explanation", "I put it where the sun never illuminates".  Bledo is synonymous with amarantus, from the Greek
Amarathos meaning a- sin and -withered marathos.

blef
BLEF probably from German blef : Make you believe with deception that you have something without being true.

bleis
BLEIS Spanish form of BLAZE, character of the BLAZE series and monster machines, 4x4 animated vans of gigantic
size.

bletos
BLETOS Likely Spelling Error by BOLETOs

blinblineo
BLIBLINEO repeated sound emitted by the jewelry used by rappers and reggeatoneros, called blin blin
ONOMATOPEYA of the sound produced. 



bling
BLING anglilicism by COST .  See also BLING BLING

bling bling
BLING BLING ostentatious style, excessive wardrobe, jewelry and lifestyle.  The word is born from the sound that jewels
make and the flicker of them in the light.  2 .  Bling Bling song by Alaya from 2017.  3 .  In Colombia: Ornament hanging
from a rapper

blodimeri
BLODIMERI Spanishization of BLOODY MARY , Bloody Mary , drink based on vodka and tomato juice, salt and black
pepper.  Invented in Paris in 1921 at Harry's Bar. 

blof
BLOF deception , simulation .  Especially in the card game, pretend to have a powerful hand without being effective and
bet accordingly. 

blogger
BLOGGER person who regularly manages and writes on one or more social media blogs.


